In this manuscript, a variable control chart under the time truncated life test for the Weibull distribution is presented. The procedure of the proposed control chart is given and its run length properties are derived for the shifted process. The control limit is determined by considering the target in-control average run length (ARL). The tables for ARLs are presented for industrial use according to various shift parameters and shape parameters in the Weibull distribution. A simulation study is given for demonstrating the performance of the proposed control chart.
Introduction
A control chart is considered a powerful tool for maintaining the high quality of products in industry. This tool is used to monitor the industrial process from raw material to final product. The process can shift from the target value due to several extraneous factors. The control chart should provide a quick indication about a shift in a manufacturing process, if there is any. This quick indication helps the industrial engineer to look at the problem and bring it back into control state.
Two types of control charts are widely used in the industry for monitoring the manufacturing process. Attribute control charts are used when the data is coming from the counting process and variable control charts are used when the data is obtained from the measurement process. The attribute control charts are easy to apply but the variable control charts are more informative than attribute charts. Usually, variables control charts are developed under the assumption that the characteristic follows the normal distribution.
In practice, a control chart designed for normal distribution may not be effective for monitoring the manufacturing process when the characteristic of interest does not follow the normal distribution. The use of this type of control chart may lead to a wrong decision about the status of the manufacturing state. Derya and Canan [1] mentioned that "the distributions of measurements in chemical processes, semiconductor processes, cutting tool wear processes and observations on lifetimes in accelerated life test samples are often skewed". Several authors focused on this issue and designed control charts for non-normal data. Al-Oraini and Rahim [2] designed a control chart for a gamma distribution. Amin et al. [3] designed a non-parametric chart using a sign statistic. Chang and Bai [4] worked for a control chart for a positive skewed population, Chen and Yeh [5] worked for an economical statistical design of a control chart for a gamma distribution. McCracken and Chakraborti [6] presented a control chart for monitoring mean and variance for a normal distribution. Yen et al. [7] designed a Synthetic-type contro for time between events. Riaz et al. [8] proposed a median control chart and Abujiya et al. [9] worked for the cumulative sum control chart (CUSUM) control chart. Gonzalez and Viles [10] designed a R chart using gamma distribution, Lio and Park [11] designed a control chart for inverse Gaussian percentiles. Huang and Pascual [12] designed a control chart for Weibull percentiles using the order statistic. Derya and Canan [1] designed the control charts for the Weibull distribution, gamma distribution, and log-normal distribution and [13] proposed a control chart for the Burr type X distribution. Aslam et al. [14] deigned control chart for the exponential distribution using exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) statistic.
For the reliability evaluation of a product, the time truncated life test is often adopted in industries for saving the experiment time. Therefore, the designing of a control chart under the time truncated test is important when monitoring the process in terms of reliability. Aslam et al. [15] proposed an attribute control chart under the time truncated life test by assuming that the failure time of a product follows the Weibull distribution. Aslam et al. [16] designed a time truncated attribute control chart using the Pareto distribution. Aslam et al. [17] deigned a time truncated control chart for the Birnbaum-Saunders distribution under repetitive sampling. More details about such control charts can be read in Aslam et al. [18] , Arif et al. [19] , Khan et al. [20] , and Shafqat et al. [21] .
In summary, control charts under the time truncated life test for various situations or distributions are available for the attribute quality of interest. However, these control charts cannot be applied for the monitoring of a measurable quality of interest. From exploring the literature and from the best of our knowledge, there is no work on the design of a variable control chart under the time truncated life test. In this paper, we will propose a variable control chart for a Weibull distribution using failure data from a time truncated life test. A real example is given for illustration purposes and a simulation study is added to demonstrate the performance of the proposed control chart.
Proposed Chart and Its Average Run Length (ARLs)
The assumptions of the proposed control chart are stated as follows:
1.
It is assumed that the quality characteristic of interest follows a Weibull distribution.
2.
The shape parameter β of the Weibull distribution is assumed to be known.
3.
When the process is shifted, the scale parameter is changed to λ 1 = cλ 0 , where c is a shift constant and λ 0 is the scale parameter for the in-control process. The shape parameter remains unchanged when the process is shifted.
4.
Failure times are measured during the time truncated life test.
Let the variable of interest follow the Weibull distribution with the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of:
where β is the shape parameter and λ is the scale parameter. The average life time, µ, of the variable is given by:
where Γ(.) is a gamma function. The proposed control chart is operated as follows:
Step 1 Take a sample of size n at each subgroup from the production process. Put them on test until the specified time t 0 .
Step 2
Obtain the time to failure of item i (denoted by X i ). Set X i = t 0 if item i does not fail by time
where L 3 represents the control limit.
Distribution of Control Statistics and In-Control Average Run Length (ARL)
To derive the necessary measures of average run length (ARL), it would be convenient to select the specified time t 0 = aµ 0 , as a fraction of the mean for the in control process, where a is a constant and µ 0 is the target mean.
As the transformed variable Y = X β is modeled to an exponential distribution with mean λ β , the sum of Y's (or Y) follows a gamma distribution. But, the distribution of Y approximately follows a normal distribution according to the central limit theorem, as long as the sample size is sufficient. Then, the expected value of Y can be obtained by:
Here, E[Y i ] is obtained by:
Equation (4) reduces to:
The variance of Y is given as follows:
The simplified form of Var[Y] can be rewritten as:
Let P in,0 be the probability of being declared as in control when the process is actually in control at λ 0 . Then, it is given as follows:
Finally, P in,0 can be written as follows:
The efficiency of the proposed chart will be measured through the ARL, which shows when the process will be out-of-control. Let ARL 0 be the ARL for in control process. Then, it is given as follows:
Out of Control ARL
Let us assume that the process has shifted due to some factors to a new scale parameter λ 1 = cλ 0 , where c is the shift constant. Now, we derive the measures for the shifted process. Let P in,1 be the probability of declaring the state of being in control when the process has shifted to λ 1 , which is given as follows:
The distribution of Y at λ 1 approximately follows normal with the mean and the variance given below:
Therefore, the in-control probability for the shifted process, say P in,1 in Equation (11), is obtained by:
Hence, the out-of-control ARL, say ARL 1 for the shifted process is given as follows:
The values of ARL 1 for the various values of the shape parameters, µ 0 , c and, r 0 , are presented in Tables 1-8 . Let r 0 be the specified in-control ARL. The control limit L 3 is determined by using the following algorithm:
1.
Prefix the value of r 0 .
2.
The value L 3 is obtained such that ARL 0 ≥ r 0 . From Tables 1-8 and Figure 1 , we note the following trends in ARL 1 .
1.
As a increases, we note ARL 1 to decrease for the same shift in process. This seems reasonable because the number of failures observed increases as a increases.
2.
For a fixed a, as c decreases, ARL 1 also decreases because the true mean time to a failure decreases.
3.
For other fixed parameters, as µ 0 increases from 50 to 100, the behavior of ARL 1 remains quite similarly, which is a desirable feature.
4.
For other fixed parameters, as β increases from 0.5 to 2, ARL 1 decreases. Figure 1 . The average run length (ARLs) curves.
Simulation Study
In this section, we discuss the performance of the proposed control chart using simulated data. The data is generated from the Weibull distribution with the shape parameters = 1.5 and 0 = 50. The first 20 observations are generated from an in-control process and the next 20 observations are 
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We applied this data to the proposed control chart having a = 1 and r 0 = 370. The control limit L 3 is obtained by 173.68. The values of Y i = X 1.5
i are calculated and plotted on the control chart. From Figure 2 , we note that the proposed chart detects the shift in the process at the 31st sample. 
Real Example
In this section, we will discuss the application of the proposed control chart using the breaking stress data of carbon fibers from an industry. Carbon fiber has good tensile strength, which is measured in force per unit area (GPa). For more details, see Yu et al. [22] . The carbon fibers data given in GPa is modeled by the Weibull distribution when = 1. For this study, let = 30 and 0 = 370. By plotting ̅ on a control chart, Figure 3 shows that the process is in control but some points are close to the lower control limit. 
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